Listening situations with multiple talkers or background noise are common in everyday communication and are particularly demanding for older adults. Here we review current research on auditory perception in aging individuals in order to gain insights into the challenges of listening under noisy conditions. Informationally rich temporal structure in auditory signals -over a range of time scales from milliseconds to seconds -renders temporal processing central to perception in the auditory domain. We discuss the role of temporal structure in auditory processing, in particular from a perspective relevant for hearing in background noise, and focusing on sensory memory, auditory scene analysis, and speech perception. Interestingly, these auditory processes, usually studied in an independent manner, show considerable overlap of processing time scales, even though each has its own 'privileged' temporal regimes. By integrating perspectives on temporal structure processing in these three areas of investigation, we aim to highlight similarities typically not recognized.
Introduction
In this review we discuss evidence for age-related deficits in temporal structure processing at relatively slow (~100 ms to several seconds) time scales. An important characteristic of any extended acoustic signal is that it evolves over time, rendering auditory processing inherently temporal. Auditory perception requires the recognition of temporal structure, that is, a patterned organization of the stimulation over time. By containing repeating patterns, a temporally structured stimulus can be, in a broader sense, 'regular,' in contrast, to a temporally unstructured stimulus that contains no systematic regularities repeated over time. Temporal information occurs at multiple time scales, associated with different perceptual phenomena (Fig. 1 ). For example, in the case of speech, the most compelling temporal regularity is seen in the modulation spectrum, which demonstrates (across languages) an amplitude modulation with a peak at~5 Hz, corresponding to the mean syllabic rate. Phonemic (sub-syllabic) information is, by necessity, associated with a higher modulation rate; analogously, intonation contours at the phrasal or sentence level reflect slow regularities (typically variation of the fundamental frequency) over hundreds to thousands of milliseconds. Other signals, too, contain more 'local,' short time scale variation and more 'global,' longer scale temporal structure. Agerelated deficits in temporal processing are certainly not constrained to relatively slow time scales (100 ms to several seconds). However, this review will focus on these longer time scales as they are fundamentally involved in processing temporal structure at the level of auditory cortex, including speech perception, and auditory scene analysis (ASA) (Fig. 2) . These time scales are relevant for processing speech (Fig. 2b ) and other natural sounds (e.g., such as a dog barking) that involve auditory sensory memory (ASM; sounds typically used to research ASM, Fig. 2a ). When we listen to one out of multiple simultaneous speakers (or other sound sources), temporal characteristics of separate signals overlap (Fig. 2c) . We discuss research that suggests temporal characteristics of the sound input, can aid the segregation of multiple speakers, or the process of auditory stream segregation.
We focus on age-related deficits in speech perception and ASA that may arise from deficits of temporal structure processing in ASM.
Temporal structure processing in auditory sensory memory
ASM, the retention of sound information after the physical input has ceased, plays an important role in the ability to integrate successive sounds over time into meaningful auditory events (Cowan, 1995; Neisser, 1967) . The transient storage of auditory information can last up to 30 s (Sams et al., 1993; Winkler et al., 2002) , depending upon how ASM is defined. However, theories differ in how they propose that temporal information is accessed at different time scales. A classical approach to the study of ASM (Cowan, 1988 (Cowan, , 1984 Massaro, 1972; Näätänen, , 1990 Näätänen et al., 1978) proposes two different types of sensory memory, one for short storage (called "short auditory store/storage") and another for longer storage (called "long auditory store/storage") (Cowan, 1988 (Cowan, , 1984 Massaro, 1972) . The short auditory store refers to processes occurring at a faster time scale (up to several hundreds of milliseconds), and the long auditory store to those at a slower time scale (up to several seconds). The two sensory stores have been related to different phenomena that suggest that the temporal processing mechanisms in both stores differ (Cowan, 1988; Massaro, 1972) . For example, the short auditory store is associated with perceptual integration, including phenomena such as loudness summation (Zwislocki, 1969) and backward masking (Massaro, 1975) . Whereas the short auditory store holds representations of sound features that are integrated over time, the long auditory store is argued to represent information about the temporal order of sound segments. In an extension of the classical approach, a "predictive processing" approach of ASM provides a description of how temporal structure is accessed (Schröger, 1997; Schröger et al., 2013; Winkler and Czigler, 2012; Winkler, 2007; Winkler et al., 2009) . Some form of "chunking" of single element representations that keeps the temporal order of elements, as already proposed by the classical approach, is now explained in more detail.
1 The predictive approach emphasizes the role of regularity extraction and predictive processing in ASM ("regularity-violation" explanation). Regularities are extracted from the auditory stimulation and represented in ASM based on representations of the relations of successive sounds (Schröger, 1997) . Regularity representations are used to predict the incoming auditory stimulation. Incoming stimulations that match the prediction are integrated into a predictive model of a tone sequence or an otherwise temporally evolving auditory object 1 Note that Schröger and colleagues avoid the term "auditory sensory memory". Instead they propose a so-called "Auditory Event Representation System (AERS)" and use the term "auditory stimulus event representations" that corresponds to the classical term "auditory sensory memory representation" (Schröger et al., 2013) . (by changing the predictive confidence; Winkler et al., 2009) . 2 In the case of a deviation from the prediction, a "mismatch response" is elicited that indicates potential changes in an object (possibly it is elicited when the weight of the corresponding regularity representation decreases; Winkler et al., 2009 ). Winkler and Czigler (2012) related predictive processing in ASM to predictive coding theory (e.g., Friston, 2005) , proposing that it occurs at an intermediate level of a perceptual processing hierarchy (see also : Garrido et al., 2009; Wacongne et al., 2012) . Temporal processing that relies on ASM can be tested with electroencephalogram (EEG) or magnetoencephalogram (MEG) recordings of the "mismatch response" elicited by regularity violations. The mismatch negativity component (MMN) of the ERP is computed as the difference between ERPs elicited to regularity-confirming "standard" and regularity-violating "deviant" stimuli (deviant-minus-standard ERP; Fig. 3 ; note: specific designs allow to measure the "true MMN", that is, to control for physical stimulus differences and differences in refractoriness; for review: Kujala et al., 2007; Näätänen et al., 2011b; Schröger, 2005 Schröger, , 1997 Schröger et al., 2013) . The predictive approach suggests that MMN elicitation depends on both, the representation of single sound elements at a fast time scale (corresponding to the short auditory store of the classical approach) and regularity representations, that is temporal structure processing on a slower time scale (corresponding to the long auditory store). Evidence for the latter has been provided by studies that show MMN to deviations of more complex tone patterns, such as deviations of discrete tone patterns Sussman et al., 1999 Sussman et al., , 1998 , continuous tone patterns (Alain et al., 1994; Schröger, 1994; Tervaniemi et al., 1994; Winkler and Schröger, 1995) , or abstract rules (Bendixen and Schröger, 2008; Saarinen et al., 1992; for review: Paavilainen, 2013) . It is worth noting that there is an additional manner in which regularity extraction can be studied, by using "change responses" that do not require the canonical mismatch design. Change detection is contingent on detecting a statistical regularity, in spectrotemporal properties of an ongoing stimulus. This approach has been effective at identifying what sorts of changes the auditory system is sensitive to when an MMN design is not fortuitous (see, e.g. Chait et al., 2008 Chait et al., , 2007 .
The role of temporal structure in auditory scene analysis
The ability to differentiate between talkers in multi-talker situations, in addition to the "within-stream" integration of successive elements in ASM, requires processes that segregate the sound mixture into discrete streams (Sussman, 2005 ). An important question, particularly in light of age-related difficulties in multi-talker or noisy listening situations, is how within-stream integration in ASM influences stream segregation.
The segregation of relevant sounds from background noise can be based on concurrent sound segregation, using cues such as harmonicity and common onset, as well as on sequential segregation, which may be based on spectral separation of sequential sounds (or timbre differences, spatial location, and stimulus presentation rate) (Bregman, 1990; Gockel, 2002, 2012) . It has been suggested that the within-stream integration of sequential sound elements into perceptual units in ASM takes place in the context of already formed streams (Sussman et Temporal structure in speech and non-speech stimuli. a) Temporal structure of pure tone patterns. Single tones can be processed at a faster time scale (gray box), while the perception of tone patterns (blue box) occurs at slower time scales. Tone patterns, as displayed here, are typically used in sensory memory research. The envelope (displayed in black) of the tone pattern waveform (gray) illustrates the temporal structure of the tone patterns at a slower time scale. The frequency spectrum of the envelope of the tone pattern waveform is displayed on the right above the waveform (calculated as the RMS, as described in Lalor and Foxe (2010) . The frequency spectrum of the envelope shows peaks in the theta and alpha range. b) Temporal structure of speech stimuli (displayed as in a)). The frequency spectrum of the envelope shows typical peaks in the theta frequency range. c) Temporal structure of two simultaneously presented sentences (gray/black and pink/red waveform) (displayed as in a). The envelopes of both sentences are displayed separately on the right top of the waveform. 2 The term "auditory object" is controversially discussed (Kubovy and van Valkenburg, 2001; Schröger et al., 2013; Shinn-Cunningham, 2008; Winkler et al., 2009) . Auditory objects can be defined spatially, refering to the discrete physical source of sounds (ShinnCunningham, 2008) . In this review we will refer to a more basic definition of "perceptual objects". Schröger and colleagues define a perceptual auditory object as a sound pattern, which is separable from other sounds, binds events over time, integrates different features, generalizes across different instances, and extrapolates to not represented parts belonging to this perceptual object (see also: Winkler et al., 2009). , 2013 Sussman, 2007; Yabe et al., 2001) . In an MMN study, Sussman (2005) investigated the relationship between the segregation and integration of sounds. They found that segregation of sounds to distinct streams, based on spectral separation of sequential sounds, occurs prior to integration of within-stream sound elements in ASM. Furthermore, temporal integration processes in ASM occurred in several sound streams simultaneously.
However, several theories propose that the analysis of temporal structure is more important to stream segregation (Elhilali and Shamma, 2008; Elhilali et al., 2009a,b; Micheyl et al., 2013; Schröger et al., 2013; Shamma et al., 2011; Teki et al., 2013 Teki et al., , 2011 Winkler, 2010 Winkler, , 2007 ; for an early approach see: Jones and Boltz, 1989; Jones, 1976) . According to the predictive processing approach of ASM, the impact of temporal structure on stream segregation can be explained by a more dynamic interplay between ASM processing and ASA (Schröger et al., 2013; Winkler, 2010 Winkler, , 2007 . Claims about a dynamic interplay have been supported by accumulating evidence from behavioral studies that found that regular patterns can serve as dynamic cues in auditory scene analysis (Andreou et al., 2011; Bendixen et al., 2014a Bendixen et al., , 2013 Bendixen et al., , 2012 Bendixen et al., , 2010 Devergie et al., 2010; Rimmele et al., 2012a; for review: Bendixen, 2014) . While two studies found that regular patterns only stabilize already-formed streams (Bendixen et al., , 2010 , findings from a recent study suggest that regular patterns can affect the initial grouping of simultaneously occurring sounds, and thus can serve as a primary cue for stream segregation (Bendixen et al., 2014a) . Support for the assumption that effects of regular patterns on ASA are related to temporal structure processing in ASM comes from a recent MMN study . Sound sequences overlapped in frequency range and other acoustic parameters and could only be distinguished based on the different underlying regularities. MMN elicitation suggested that ASM processing can underlie sound segregation when no other cues are available. Elhilali and Shamma (2008) , Elhilali et al. (2009a) , Micheyl et al. (2013) , Shamma et al. (2011 ), and Teki et al. (2013 ) also suggest an important role for one form of temporal structure processing in stream segregation. They describe a computational model wherein, temporal coherence between different elements in an auditory scene as primary criterion impacts stream segregation. Sounds that largely differed in spectral characteristics were perceived as segregated when they were consecutively presented (not temporally coherent), but these sounds were perceived as integrated when presented in a temporally coherent manner (Elhilali et al., 2009a) . Neurophysiologically, the impact of temporal coherence on auditory scene analysis might be based on phase-locking of cortical responses to temporally coherent stimuli (Elhilali et al., 2009b; for review: Shamma et al., 2011) . While Shamma et al. (2011) proposed that phase-locking to temporally coherent stimuli is based on stimulus features at a rather slow time scale similar to the syllabic time scale in speech (b 20 Hz), effects of temporal coherence have also been shown with higher frequency stimuli (Teki et al., 2011) . Interestingly, phase-locking at a syllabic time scale has been proposed to be important in speech processing. A different neurophysiological approach suggests phase-locking of neural oscillations to be involved in temporal segmentation of speech. Neural oscillatory activity differentially phase-locked to simultaneously presented, temporally incoherent speech, of different speakers (Ding and Simon, 2012; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; Zion Golumbic et al., 2012) .
In summary, several theories emphasize the role of some form of temporal structure in ASA. Although, the temporal coherence and the predictive processing approach make similar claims, they describe different underlying neurophysiological mechanisms.
Age-related deficits in sensory memory processing
Evidence for age-related deficits in central auditory processing comes from behavioral and electrophysiological (e.g., MMN) studies that controlled for peripheral hearing loss, by either excluding participants with mild to moderate hearing loss, by comparing groups with different degrees of hearing loss, or by presenting sounds above individual hearing thresholds. Numerous studies provide evidence for age-related deficits in temporal processing at the level of ASM (for review : Cheng et al., 2013; Näätänen et al., 2011a; Pekkonen, 2000) . Older adults show impaired ASM processing for detection of changes in the durations of tones (Karayanidis et al., 1995; Kiang et al., 2009; Pekkonen et al., 1996; Schroeder et al., 1995; Woods, 1992) ; interstimulus-intervals (Kisley et al., 2005) ; and short gaps in tones (Alain et al., 2004; Bertoli et al., 2002) . These deficits are generally manifest in reduced MMN amplitude in older compared to younger adults. Concordantly, older adults show that performance decreases in tasks that require temporally accurate processing, such as an increased gap detection threshold (Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant, 1994; Fitzgibbons et al., 2007; Grose et al., 2006; Schneider and Hamstra, 1999; Schneider et al., 1994; Snell et al., 2002; Strouse et al., 1998) . Deficits in gap detection tasks might be related to ASM decline, however, decreased temporal acuity might also partly arise from deficits in more basic processing, such as a loss in neural synchrony at the level of the auditory brainstem (Backoff and Caspary, 1994 ; for a similar argument, see Pichora-Fuller et al., 2007) . Studies that found reduced MMN to deviations of two-and three-tone patterns provide more direct evidence for age-related deficits in temporal structure processing in ASM (Alain and Woods, 1999; Rimmele et al., 2012b Rimmele et al., , 2014 . Impaired temporal structure processing in ASM might be related to performance decline in tasks that require temporal processing of sequences, such as discriminating the temporal order of sounds (Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant, 1998; Fitzgibbons et al., 2006; Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1999; Shrivastav et al., 2008; Trainor and Trehub, 1989 ). An advantage of MMN studies is that MMN is elicited even when participants direct their attention away from sounds (or otherwise do not attend to the sounds), allowing the ability to assess the more "automatic" temporal structure processing in ASM (for review : Näätänen et al., 2010) . Thus, effects of age-related decline due to higher cognitive processes, such as explicit memory or attention related deficits, can be minimized by not requiring a task to be performed with the sounds.
Temporal structure processing in speech
It is important to understand how deficits in temporal structure processing impact older adults in more natural listening situations, which often include speech processing. Speech contains acoustic temporal structure at multiple time scales, including the featural and phonemic (tens of ms), syllabic (hundreds of ms), and intonational (~1000 ms) time scales (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Stevens, 2002; Zion Golumbic et al., 2012) . Speech is initially processed by generic auditory processing mechanisms, including all those early operations that feed into ASM (Davis and Johnsrude, 2007; Lotto, 2010, 2008; Macken et al., 1999; Näätänen et al., 2011b; Poeppel et al., 2008; Steinschneider et al., 2013) . Concordantly, MMN studies found that the temporal structure of speech is processed in ASM at several time scales (Bendixen et al., 2014b; Peter et al., 2012; for review: Näätänen, 2001; Pulvermuller and Shtyrov, 2006) . For example, Bendixen and colleagues showed that the temporal structure of syllables was represented in ASM. The omission of the final segment of a monosyllabic word elicited a larger MMN, when participants had a specific expectation about the combination of segments (i.e., either the word "Lachs" or the word "Latz" was presented as standard, "la" was presented as deviant), compared to when they had no specific expectation (i.e., the word "Lachs" and "Latz" were both presented as standard).
Despite many MMN studies on speech processing, relatively few studies have used MMN to test temporal structure processing in continuous speech. Temporal structure processing of continuous speech has been more typically investigated by measuring neural oscillations with EEG, MEG or electrocorticography (ECoG) (for review: Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Giraud et al., 2007; Zion Golumbic et al., 2012) . Giraud and Poeppel (2012) propose that phase modulations of ongoing oscillations provide a mechanism for simultaneous temporal integration of speech signals at the phonemic time scale (integration of information within short time windows; oscillations in the low gamma frequency range; say~30 Hz and below), the syllabic time scale (integration of information within an about 125-250 ms window; oscillations in the theta frequency range; 4-8 Hz) and at the intonational time scale (integration of information within an about 500-1000 ms window; oscillations in the delta frequency range; 1-3 Hz) ( Fig. 4 ; see also: Doelling et al., 2014; Giraud et al., 2007; Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Peelle et al., 2012) . The inter-trial phase coherence (ITPC) of neural theta oscillations can be used to measure temporal structure processing at the slower syllabic time scales. ITPC indicates the precision of phase-locking between the stimulus structure and the neural processes (the ITPC is higher for several "same sentence" stimuli compared to several "different sentence" stimuli; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012) .
Functionally, phase-locking at the syllabic time scale has been related to a predictive timing mechanism, probably based on neural entrainment by (quasi-) rhythmic stimulation (Arnal and Giraud, 2012) . Temporal information at the syllabic time scale seems to be crucial for speech intelligibility (Doelling et al., 2014; Ghitza et al., 2013; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Shannon et al., 1995; Zion Golumbic et al., 2012) . Luo and Poeppel (2007) found a higher ITPC for clear speech compared to degraded speech (see also : Peelle et al., 2012) . Importantly, speech tracking also occurs for unintelligible, time-inverted speech, and thus seems to indicate spectro-temporal structure processing or temporal segmentation and not intelligibility processing per se (Cogan and Poeppel, 2011; Howard and Poeppel, 2010; Pena and Melloni, 2012) .
The "oscillatory speech-tracking approach" provides indicators to test speech structure processing at the level of auditory cortex at similar time scales to those underlying ASM processing. In comparison to the MMN component, these indicators reflect temporal structure tracking more directly. Although, there is some evidence that oscillatory activity in the delta and theta range might reflect similar processes than MMN Fig. 4 . Neural oscillations encode temporal structure of speech (figure by Giraud & Poeppel, 2012) . Giraud & Poeppel propose a theory of "early oscillation-based" speech processing. Speech is tracked by cortical theta and gamma oscillations through five operations. Speech-tracking results in a high-resolution spectro-temporal representation of speech in primary auditory cortex. Most of the layer IV cortical neurons phase-lock to amplitude modulations in the speech signal. The onset of this response results in phase reset of theta oscillations in superficial layers where auditory cortex output is generated (step 1). Theta oscillations now track the speech envelope (step 2). In a third step (3), theta reset results in gamma reset and thus frequency nesting. Neural excitability phase of neurons that generate the feedforward signal from A1 to higher order areas is controlled by gamma power (step 4). This results in an alignment of neuronal excitability phase with the acoustic structure (step 5). (Karakaş et al., 2000) , overall it is not clear how oscillatory speechtracking relates to temporal structure processing in ASM.
Age-related deficits in speech processing
Several studies suggest relatively preserved speech understanding, when speech is presented in silence (Frisina and Frisina, 1997; Larsby et al., 2005) . However, older adults show deficits in specific aspects of speech processing. For example, performance is reduced in tasks that require rapid speech processing (Wingfield et al., 2003) , or temporally accurate speech processing (Tremblay et al., 2003) . Importantly, several studies reported age-related performance decline in determining the temporal order of speech (e.g., syllables; Fogerty et al., 2012 Fogerty et al., , 2010 Humes et al., 2013) . Although Bellis et al. (2000) did not find agerelated changes in MMN elicited by deviant syllables, hemispheric asymmetry of speech processing was reduced in older adults compared to younger adults at earlier processing levels (P1, N1 ERP; note: MMN was only recorded at temporal electrode sides; Bellis et al., 2000) . In a functional magnetic resonance imaging study (fMRI; Peelle et al., 2010) , older adults showed activation of a core sentence processing network (including left inferior and middle frontal gyri, left inferior parietal cortex, left middle temporal gyrus) when listening to complex sentences, whereas activity in inferior frontal areas was reduced compared to younger adults. Additionally, older adults showed increased activation of areas outside of the core sentence processing network. Findings have been related to compensatory activity, which might explain older adults' relatively preserved speech processing in easy listening situations, while a decreased activity in areas specialized in speech processing might result in pronounced deficits when listening becomes more challenging.
In summary, in spite of some evidence for age-related deficits in temporal structure processing in speech, mainly coming from behavioral studies, there are few neurophysiological studies that have directly investigated aging effects on temporal structure processing of speech at the auditory cortex level (both using the MMN and the oscillatory speech-tracking approach).
Listening in background noise -aging and auditory scene analysis
An important question is how deficits in temporal structure processing in ASM impact older adults' abilities to listen in background noise. Because temporal structure has been proposed to serve as a dynamic cue, processing deficits should particularly affect sequential stream segregation. Although, older adults show deficits in concurrent stream segregation (Alain et al., 2001; Alain, 2007, 2005) , behavioral and electrophysiological findings are more controversial for sequential stream segregation because many studies do not find deficits (Alain et al., 1996; Snyder and Alain, 2007; Trainor and Trehub, 1989; for review: Alain et al., 2006) , while some studies do (Grimault et al., 2001 ). Grimault and colleagues show reduced streaming of complex tones in older adults with and without hearing loss compared to younger adults. They attributed their findings to deficits in peripheral frequency selectivity. However, studies on sequential streaming tested older adults' ability to use simple frequency cues (e.g., Δf between two tone streams; Alain et al., 1996; Snyder and Alain, 2007) , or simple temporal cues (e.g., presentation rate; Trainor and Trehub, 1989) . A recent study found an age-related deficit in the use of more dynamic cues for ASA, that is, older adults were less able to use regular patterns to stabilize stream segregation (Rimmele et al., 2012a) . Aging effects were only present when the regular patterns were ignored (i.e., presented in the unattended stream), possibly, indicating older adults ability to compensate deficits when the sounds were attended (for a similar argumentation: Alain et al., 2004) . However, findings require further clarification, as deficits were only observed for certain types of tone patterns, and neurophysiological mechanisms were not accessed in that study. Thus, so far the relationship to temporal structure processing in ASM is still speculative.
Speech understanding difficulties get more pronounced in challenging listening situations, particularly when speech is presented with background noise (Dubno et al., 1984; Frisina and Frisina, 1997; Helfer and Freyman, 2008; Larsby et al., 2005; Rajan and Cainer, 2008; Stuart and Phillips, 1996) . Interestingly, age-related deficits in speech perception in background noise have been reported to be strongest when background noise contains temporal segmentation similar to that in speech (Larsby et al., 2008 (Larsby et al., , 2005 Rajan and Cainer, 2008 ). Rajan and Cainer tested age effects in a "speech perception in noise" test (SPIN; Kalikow et al., 1977) . Participants had to identify three keywords of a sentence in correct order, while it was presented with different types of background noise. Speech reception thresholds (signal-to-noise ratio for 50% detection of sentences in noise) were higher for older adults compared to younger adults, only when speech was presented with multi-talker babble noise in the background, but not with speech weighted noise (i.e., noise with a long-term average spectrum equal to that of the sentences). As both types of noise cause masking effects due to overlap of competing signals in time and frequency ("energetic masking"), findings suggest that in this study age-related decline was not due to energetic masking. The authors consider that babble noise has several additional effects related to temporal structure and/or higher order processing of speech that can explain the age-related decline. Although this study could not specify the reason for the effects of babble noise, findings from another study support the assumption that age-related hearing difficulties in background noise are related to temporal structure processing. Larsby et al. (2008) found increased age-related deficits not only when speech, but also when unintelligible, reversed speech was presented in the background. A possible explanation of these findings is that effects are due to age-related impairment of temporal structure processing of speech in auditory cortex. An alternative explanation is that older adult deficit in processing the temporal fine structure (TFS) of speech results in a reduced ability to listen in the dips of background noise (e.g., Hopkins and Moore, 2011) . Further evidence for age-related impairment of temporal structure processing of speech comes from a study that tested age effects on the ability to use the first-formant (F1) structure of phonemes to integrate streams (Hutka et al., 2013) . Stream integration/segregation was accessed by a serial order task (vowel pattern recognition), whereas integrated percepts result in a higher task performance. A regularly changing first-formant structure facilitated stream integration in younger, but not in older adults. Performance in conditions with a discontinuous formant structure was similar in both age groups. These findings are in line with what has been shown for regular tone patterns (Rimmele et al., 2012a) .
Furthermore 'older adult' difficulties, when speech is presented in noise, are not necessarily related to factors of higher cognitive processing, e.g. older adults showed no deficits in using cues such as "speaker familiarity" to enhance speech processing (Johnsrude et al., 2013) .
Perspective -neurophysiological measures
Despite accumulating evidence for a more dynamic interplay of temporal structure processing and stream segregation, and evidence for age-related deficits in temporal structure processing, there is a lack of research that directly investigates these processes. In particular, there is little knowledge about the neurophysiological mechanisms that underlie the difficulties in more challenging listening conditions. Further research is needed to clarify age-related deficits, and better distinguish them from auditory processing deficits at earlier processing stages, as well as deficits in higher cognitive processing. In this review, we introduced two neurophysiological approaches that may be suitable to advance research in this field (MMN, oscillatory speech-tracking approach). Next, we outline recent research in younger adults using the oscillatory speech-tracking approach.
Several studies used this approach to disentangle effects of spectrotemporal structure processing and selective attention in multi-talker environments (Ding and Simon, 2012; Kerlin et al., 2010; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013; for review: Zion Golumbic et al., 2012) . Using ECoG in surgical epilepsy patients, Zion Golumbic et al. (2013) found that the interplay between temporal structure processing and selective attention differs at different processing stages. Participants attended one out of two simultaneous presented talkers. Speech-tracking at the syllabic rate (theta) occurred for the attended, as well as the unattended stream "lower" in the auditory processing hierarchy (superior temporal gyrus, STG). In higher processing areas, it resulted in selective tracking of only the attended stream (broader distributed across brain areas). In an EEG study, Kerlin et al. (2010) found that spatial selective attention (indicated by contralateral alpha wave suppression) had an early effect on speech processing in noise, while the time course of temporal structure processing (indicated by oscillatory activity in the theta range) peaked later during sentence processing.
In summary, not only the MMN approach (Sussman, 2005; Yabe et al., 2001 ), but also the oscillatory speech-tracking approach can be used to test temporal structure processing of several simultaneous speech streams and allows one to distinguish between temporal structure processing and selective attention effects on speech processing in noise.
Conclusions
Findings from basic auditory and speech research suggest that agerelated deficits in hearing in background noise might be partially due to impaired temporal structure processing at relatively slow time scales at the level of auditory cortex. While, there is evidence for age-related deficits in temporal structure processing in ASM (particularly using non-speech stimuli), further clarification is necessary on how these deficits relate to other findings in speech research, and particularly to older adult performance in noisy listening situations. We advocate for an integrative approach, which investigates temporal structure processing in basic auditory and speech processes in parallel. We consider analyses of MMN and the oscillatory speech-tracking approach as a promising avenue to gaining an increased understanding of the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms.
